SOUNDFORMS

REVIEWS, ENDORSEMENTS & AWARDS
“The end result is exquisite...the sound quality a triumph”
- Architecture World News

“Soundforms brings indoor acoustics to the outdoor stage”
- Audio Pro International

“Outdoor musical performances have gone from tent to shell with the newly launched
Soundforms, the result of a collaboration between an architect and a conductor. Now
musicians and audience can hear what’s being played”
- Blueprint (The leading magazine of architecture and design)

“Very enthusiastic about the whole thing... really enjoyed the experience of playing in it.. the
sound was great and it is a very exciting idea. It looks fantastic. Everything inside the structure
was good – lighting, space to move, acoustics etc.”
- London Philharmonic Orchestra

“All the sound quality of a concert hall, outdoors on a portable stage, with a futuristic design.
The mobile acoustic performance shell’s unique shape is designed to re-invent open-air
concerts by re-creating a high fidelity sound environment. Soundforms will fill a void for a
quality venue for outdoor performances... The low budget stage, with its sleek shape and
great audio qualities, will bring Soundforms to the main capitals of the world, taking outdoor
performances to a new level.”
- NBC News

Soundforms

“This innovative acoustic design could revolutionize outdoor music events and its iconic
beauty make it a perfect fit with our unique venue at Somerset House”.
- Mark Hislop, Commercial Director of Somerset House

“The Soundforms acoustic performance shell took me quite by surprise! From an audience
perspective I beheld a futuristic and magically illuminated stage........ which projected the
music with perfect clarity. From a players perspective I enjoyed it’s acoustically comfortable
performing environment and a clear sonic focus from which I could sense the quality of sound
emanating from the stage as I played. I expect to see the shell become a regular sound and
sight at music events in the near future.”
- Iain Ballamy, Saxophonist, ECM Label Artist & BBC Jazz Legend

NEWS ITEMS
ARCHITECTURE WORLD NEWS : The sound of silence
NBC - News : Please click on the headline to watch the video.
NY DAILY NEWS - The World Architecture Festival Awards 2012 : Soundforms by BFLS
and ARUP Acoustics in London
FLANAGAN LAWRENCE - BD Architect of the Year Awards 2014 : We’re delighted to
announce that last night Flanagan Lawrence were presented with the BD Small Non-housing
Architect of the Year Award. This award recognises our practices commitment and innovation
towards small architectural projects – our projects for Acoustic Shells on the seafront in
Littlehampton and Soundforms mobile performance shells are exemplary examples of our
work in this area.
IFAI PUBLICATIONS - International Achievement Awards Winners : Award of Excellence,
Frame-Supported Structures
ARCHITEN : Soundforms Making Headlines in Turkey
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